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How one of the most influential and longest
running cartoon series on TV fared over time

“Writers and producers left the show to continue
on with their careers and new writers either failed
to emphasize the heartfelt values each character
possessed or betrayed those values entirely.” [3]
“The shows began to rely on outlandish plots
rather than layered, masterfully crafted
naratives.” [1]
Figure Right. Only a small fraction of the original creative
force behind the show remiained on the team after Season 8.

Post Season 9: “Zombie
Simpsons” [4]

Season 2-9:
“Simpsons Mania” [2]
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“I never watch this show anymore, but some of the
stuff in seasons 4-6 had me rolling on the floor.
Great memories.” — IMDb user

The Simpsons completely
transformed television. Rather
than embrace the virtues of
the American family like
every other show of that time,
The Simpsons seem to be
actively mocking them….it was
a seen as an expression of
auti-authority in early 1990s,.
However, as time passed by,
the show itself became the
pop culture, and gradually
lost its cynical edge and
ability to be truly satire. [1]
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“If you flip on FOX at 8pm on Sundays, you will see a program that bills
itself as "The Simpsons". It is not "The Simpsons". That show, the
landmark piece of American culture that debuted on 17 December 1989,
went off the air more than a decade ago. The replacement is a
hopelessly mediocre imitation that bears only a superficial resemblance
to the original. It is the unwanted sequel, the stale spinoff, the creative
dry hole that is kept pumping in the endless search for more money. It is
Zombie Simpsons.” [4]
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7.5

“At the core of the success of the show were these
three major creative minds: Matt Groening, who
conceived the initial premise of the show (the
disdain for authority), Sam Simon, who gave Matt’s
concept the form of an acutal TV show, and James
Brooks, the executive producer who was keen to
encourage ideas emotionally resonant….A team of
roughly 12 writers would went through 30-40 drafts
on a single episode.” [1]
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